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Aiding India’s Boating Industry

Nautique Receives The NMMA's CSI Award 7th Time In A Row!

Mister Comfort: Feel The Cool On Your Boat!

Safety Just Got Lighter With DECKVEST LITE

Nautique earns the National Marine Manufacturers Association’s (NMMA) prestigious 

CSI award for the seventh consecutive year. This award recognizes Nautique’s 

excellence in customer satisfaction in the Inboard Watersports Boat category, as part of 

the 2012 Customer Satisfaction Index (CSI) program. The Marine Industry CSI Awards 

program honors participating manufacturers that actively measure customer 

satisfaction and pursue continuous improvement to better serve the customer. 

Nautique achieved and maintained an independently-measured standard of ...

Sailing, driving, or just sitting idle at home in the summer is a torture. But now there is        

no need to worry about the heat. Hot days will be cooler with Mister Comfort.      

There's a cool new way to enjoy all the outdoor activities such as sailing, driving etc. 

Mister Comfort is an outdoor misting system which provides hours of refreshing       

cool mist that lowers the surrounding air temperature by at least 25 degrees.           

The remaining mists form a cool curtain of fine mist that acts as a barrier and    

separates you from the summer heat. This system is specially designed for boats...

An independent and innovative company, Spinlock, known for its expertise in rope 

holding for sailing boats from dinghies up to the largest super yachts is in this league for 

the past thirty years. Spinlock premiered the newest addition to their extremely 

successful line of Deckvests, the Deckvest LITE a completely new and personal 

lifejacket harness which has overall brought a good attitude towards sea safety. Power 

or sail, amateur professional or commercial marine, wearing a well-fitting personal 

lifejacket has become very normal.Good fitting, striking colours, unique...
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BOATING IN INDIA

New Zealand's weather makes for some robust boating! The standards of production 

and service are set very high to meet the vigorous sailing conditions off the beautiful NZ 

coastline. If you’re tired of exploring the Mediterranean or the Caribbean, make way to 

one of the most beautiful and adventurous countries in the world! India Yacht Page 

dropped in at the Auckland On-Water Boat Show in September this year while exploring 

breath-taking NZ. Read on to find out what’s happening in the land down under and how 

the culture of boating shapes the economy as well as the youth of their nation.
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Coastal Sailing & Yacht Charter Holidays Around India

Swimming with the elephants in the Andamans, Bay of Bengal: Do you often picture 

yourself staring at a bright blue ocean, relaxed, as you sail aboard a beautiful yacht? 

Sailing the Andamans is like your dream come true. The destination at once offers a 

complete change of environment! Hospitable people, outstanding food, a pleasant 

climate and fascinating culture... all of this at a very reasonable price! Sailing 

conditions in the Andamans are varied, from serene to terrifying depending on the 

season. The scenery while sailing is always changing. One would find a tall palm tree...

YACHT CHARTERS
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TAP THE ONLINE MARKET.
THE FASTEST WAY TO GET CONNECTED!

LIST YOUR COMPANY

SUBMIT YOUR STORY

Sport Fishing: More Than Just Recreation

Recreational fishing, also called sport fishing, is fishing for pleasure or competition. It 

can be contrasted with commercial fishing, which is fishing for profit, or subsistence 

fishing, which is fishing for survival. The most common form of recreational fishing is 

done with a rod, reel, line, hooks and any one of a wide range of baits. Boats that are 

used for sports fishing are called Fisher Boats. Bertram, the legendary Miami-based 

sport fishing yacht manufacturer, is internationally renowned for outstanding 

performance in big seas, and leading edge marine design innovations...

A Super Yacht With A Super Surprise!

Traveling in Super Yachts is fun. Spend time in style, experience the beauty of the sea 

and enjoy thrilling water sports. Sometimes you may wonder what can one do once you 

arrive at your destination and the yacht gets parked at the shore. The $29 million 

super-yacht Strand Craft 122 with its own matching super sports car may just have the 

answer! Created by Swedish boat designer Eduard Gray for Strand Craft, a Swedish 

company that believes that such yachts define luxury, is made for people who want the 

best in everything. The Strand Craft 122 comes with four large, double state rooms...

Catch The Best of Aquatics at Goa’s 4th International Boat Expo!

The new season opens with fair winds! It’s time to head to the waterfront for your 

annual appointment with the Goa International Marine & Boat Expo 2012. GIMBE 

returns for the fourth year in the city of Panaji from 14-16 December, 2012.        

Leisure boating has slowly and steadily gathered pace, not only amongst Goans        

but tourists as well. The Goa International Marine & Boat Expo is supported       

strongly by the government of Goa and is gearing up for an increase of visitors  

expected this year. The organizers, Media Promotions Ltd look forward to hosting...

BOAT SHOW
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J/Boats: For Those Who Love Sailing

The story of J/Boats is a classic entrepreneurial tale: With a $20,000 investment,     

and a speedy 24-foot sailboat that Rod Johnstone built in his garage, Rod & his brother 

Bob Johnstone went into business. That was 1977. Now, that boat (the J/24), has 

become the most popular recreational offshore keelboat in the world. The Johnstone 

family has made an undeniable mark in the sailing world. In addition to the 5,400  J/24s 

cruising the waves, there are over 7,000 more J/Boats, ranging from the International 

J/22 to the J/65, that sailing enthusiasts have bought...
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BOOKINGS OPEN!

marketing@goamarineboatexpo.com

 : 

+91 9850077993
+91 832 2438999

www.goamarineboatexpo.com 14-16
DEC
2012

Campal, Panaji

ADVERTISE
 WITH US

CONTACT US
TODAY
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